Jordan-Wigner transformation and Bogolyubov transformation are the main steps of the diagonalization of Hamiltonian and paly an important role in the statistical mechanics calculations for one-dimensional Heisenberg spin chain model. Many methods can be exploited as a tool to detect quantum phase transition, regions of criticality and scaling behavior in the vicinity of a quantum phase transition, such as geometric phase, fidelity susceptibility, order parameter, and entanglement entropy, which have direct relation with Bogolyubov transformation. We diagonalized the Hamiltonian in XY spin-chain systems with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions, the results shows that only the energy spectrum but not the coefficients of the Bogolyubov transformation depends on DM interaction. Therefore, the DM interaction may not influence the critical magnetic field of quantum phase transitions and not induce new critical regions in the XY spin model. Moreover, we further prove the ideas by the methods of geometric phases in this model.
perature and is purely driven by quantum fluctuations, is the structural change in the properties of the ground state. The associated level crossings lead to the presence of non-analyticities in the energy spectrum. Indeed, it has been noted that quantum phase transitions present in condensed matter systems can be described from the view of geometric phase [1] , fidelity susceptibility [2] , and entanglement [3] . The Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction is present in many low-dimensional materials. Such antisymmetric exchange interaction take places due to spin-orbit coupling, this interaction has a number of important consequences and may cause a number of unconventional phenomena. In this paper we analyze the effect of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction on the Bogolyubov transformation and the energy spectrum of quantum spin chains.
The model we study is a physical XY spin chain consists of N spins with nearest-neighbor interactions and an external magnetic field. In the presence of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions, the Hamiltonian of the system reads
where λ is the strength of the external magnetic field on every site, D is the z component of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, σ x,y,z are the Pauli matrices, and N is the number of sites. We assume periodic boundary conditions which satisfy σ 
So that, the Hamiltonian (1) can be transformed into
Introducing Bogoliubov transformation
with
the Hamiltonian [1] becomes
where
It should be noted here that only the energy spectrum Λ k but not the coefficients of the Bogolyubov transformation sin
depends on D, which is consistent with the results in Ref. [4] , but has some differences with the results in Ref. [5] . In Ref. [1] , the author shows that the geometric phase of the ground state in the XY model obeys scaling behavior in the vicinity of a quantum phase transition. The established relation between the geometric phase and quantum phase transitions is a very general result of many-body systems. We can introduce the DM interaction and work out the behavior of this model, the DM interaction can not influence the critical magnetic field of quantum phase transitions and not induce new critical regions in the XY spin model.
